decade and a half that has sought to rearticulate W. E. B. Du Bois as a touchstone within the history of modern thought, the latter conceived on a global scale of reference?
In brief, in the essays assembled here, the answer given to us in the form of renewed and persistent demonstration-at the letter of the text, so to speakis a simple yet highly differentiated, yet recursive, affirmative: eight times, if 
O F H I S T O R Y
That imperative is the insurgent and historically radical reproblematization of the limits of the concept of the so-called human in all its social forms, from 9/11 to 3/11, to the Arab Spring, to the body of Michael Brown and his virtual and real affective affines, to the persisting resistance of all contemporary practices of thought to the undoing of gender, to the emergent possibility of the radical displacement of the earth as of water, to the ongoing and tendentious entrepreneurialism of all practices of knowledge-with regard to this latter, in particular within all that is encoded in the reprojection of the idea of the human as genome-that marks the present generations, across the globe.
Let us, then, recall the putting at stake of such limit by way of a few of the contemporary names, which yet still remain exemplary, of those (not only those we presume as human and also not only humans) so easily forgotten in disaster, earthquake and its aftermaths, for example-Aceh and Sri Lanka, southwestern China, Haiti, Chile, Japan, Nepal-that have remained in our time excessive to the grasp of reason and all of its avatars, just as it has been across the centuries of our entire epoch. At such a juncture and with such references, always multiple and multiplying-remarking not only a so-called present but also from one turn of the century, that is the fateful twentieth, to the turn of another, our own, and the possible breadth of a new millenniumhow ought we carry the necessity to carry on, to maintain, our responsibility, that is to give, in the practice of thought?
Across two conferences held astride the first decade of this century and the three special issues of this journal-the present one marking the thirdconcluding here astride the second decade, it may be offered that we have recognized in the work of W. E. B. Du Bois an order of attention that might allow us a distinct solicitation to the engagement of such imperativeboth then (the time of his writing) and now (the circumstances of our own difficulties).
We have, in essence, two forms of question: one is about the practice in thought-or the thoughtful practice (proposed as without limitation of kind here)-of W. E. B. Du Bois; the other is about the historial order of the circumstantial incipit of a new millennium, as it might be adduced on the order of questions opened for us within our inhabitation of the horizons, at once epistemic and political, as well as questions of thought not reducible to either, that we still share with him, by which he remains, for a time, even if the times remain ajoint, our contemporary.
In a word, Du Bois's practice, oriented toward the incessant inhabitation of the practices of freedom, the resolute commitment to thinking beyond limit and boundary, yet by way of limit and boundary according to an asymmetrical form of a thinking of historicity, that is strictly in terms of a resolute commitment to its futurity, proposes that we might reopen or readdress the matter of the historial opening of our historical present to another order of question: its capacity to give rise to another meaning, which is always in the plural, to that which we still anachronistically place under the rather simplified heading of life.
As our critical mark or remark of history as itself never fully given, we can certainly gesture with regard to discourse in general-especially so at the outset of an ensemble of discourses gathered in relation to his practicetoward Du Bois's unceasing gesture to inscribe an account of the history of our epoch as configured within the tendentious unfolding of a distinctly modern form of practical distinction that he usefully placed under the supple and still N a h u m D i m i t r i C h a n d l e r 3 thoughtfully productive formulation of concept-metaphor: the "the problem of the color line" (Du Bois 2015) . For, within such form of problematizationits very possibility, if you will-there must already have arisen an inaugural solicitation, to the practice of thought (this latter understood here as otherwise and beyond a traditional and outmoded even if still contemporary sense of theory or theoria), the possible affirmation of which will always have already comprised a remark beyond reproach. Indeed, the question that takes shape here and now is: how might-or, better, ought-we approach the implacable, apparently intractable, and incessant difficulty of existence that yet remains for all whom we might understand within a we that must always remain without delimitation, for the future that remains beyond all forms of limit, of any future that can here carry the name of possibility?
O F P O I E S I S
It should not surprise that the status of poiesis emerges as a decisive order of question-without any direct intentional cross-hatching or interweaving and even if not necessarily made thematic in these exact terms-within and across the ensemble of the essays gathered in this volume. For it may be said that such is most precisely what is always at stake in and of the practice of the one who occasions this form of thinking: in all forms of his activity-of writing, of the making of music in writing, of the composition of thought in writing, of the doing what must be done (in the mundane that is of the production of knowledge, in the inhabitation of thought in the practical arts of a living) in and on the order of the demands of writing, of the imagination of the illimitable by way of the practice that in general always entails a certain radical order of originality in writing-that is to say, the gift of giving that arises without declaration or conclusion.
Allow me, thus, to offer some lines of remark, for our entry into the discussion that arises from this gathering and those that previously arose in turn, to take reference to the prior gatherings in both text (as CR 6.3 and 12.1) and in situ and viva voce in the form of the conferences held in Japan amid the previous decade (in 2006 and 2007) , all of which comprises the present setting to task in discourse.
Alexander Weheliye, in "Diagrammatics as Physiognomy: W. E. B. Du Bois's Graphic Modernities," carries out his ongoing reception of Hortense Spillers's call across the past generation for a disarticulation of the supposed "'real object' and the 'object of knowledge' ('Black people' and 'Blackness,' for example)" and turns to Du Bois's practice just before the advent of the twentieth century, in the latter figure's The Philadelphia Negro: A Social Study of 1899, to adduce such a distinction as already afoot in the early work of this thinker (Spillers 2003, 428-70; 2006, 7-28) . Referencing dimensions of Du Bois's early practice to the powerful epistemological, political, and institutional formation of a discourse of historical economics at the University of Berlin in the 1890s (its influence felt not only within Prussia, Germany, or Central Europe but through its students to all continents, notably, for example, including the countries of Japan and the United States), notably exemplified in Gustav gives us what I propose we take as always and at least a parable-exemplifying an inhabitation of the very practice that he recognizes in the itinerary of W. E. B. Du Bois-of the labor of thought as concerned with a beginning that is always otherwise and beyond the world as "objects and things." And, this opening or bequest toward another sense of beginning would be so even as it is the making of the very possibility of world. It is always, at least, the making of the world, here and now, which still will have always yet been otherwise than any limitation to presence. It is the voice that is given, in friendship, as it were, that remains its most fundamental mark. And, it is the mark that remains. Thus, even if the main or the whole of the whole of the essay may be understood in the felicitous phrase that he offers as "a prolegomenous digression," there is therein a certain poetics in manifestation. This may properly be understood as a philosophy otherwise and beyond what has been taken as paramount within the tradition that has come to a global dominance across the past half millennium. For, even if Miles's assay here is a deep and distilled scholarly accomplishment, carried here as a way of living-worn so lightly that one is lead to recall to mind the status of the feather in the ancient Egyptian thought of justice-such learning (for herein one may note both the ancient Greeks-Plato and Aristotle for sure, but also Hesiod, Homer, Sophocles, and then the New Testament and Saint Augustine-and the modern German efflorescence of a thought of the ideal and its aftermath-especially G. W. F. Hegel, but with Søren Kierkegaard, Karl Marx, Friedrich Nietzsche, Martin Heidegger, and Hans Georg Gadamer-remarking the elaboration of the latter as both emergence and recession across a century and a half) is the resource that allows this voice to deliver to us its gift. For its claim on our attention is its poetical practice of a certain ethics. Its resolute commitment is to affirm both the legacies of generosity that make its own practice possible and to affirm possibility, itself, so to speak, from one beginning to another. In this essay then, Miles exhibits a willingness to do that for which his work calls, without calling. Rather than to decide or even determine the question, to Phillips's contribution in this volume likewise offers a distinct contribution on this question of Du Bois's narrative process.) This is to say, if we work according to the kind of attention that Laskey exemplifies here in her readerly inhabitation of the work of Du Bois, we may glimpse some additional (even if not simply or wholly new) and essential references for the production of a form of narrative that is yet otherwise than a staid dialectics. Or, put another way, it may, by analogy, suggest to us a form of song, or better music in the general sense, that gives its poetic bequest as something otherwise than a form of return or a simple accumulation. Or to offer it in different terms, those of Laskey in the rhythmic flow of her own succinct discourse, she enables the reader-the rereader, if you will-of Du Bois's text to follow the guide that solicited her, the enigmatic status of fiction in the interweaving of supposed fact and imagined fiction that gives the text its suppleness and sustainability in thought. As a form of chiasmus, the structure of the discourse offered within Darkwater may thus be thought, by way of Laskey's contribution here, on the infinitesimal margin of symmetry-on the bias, toward the future, the opening of the virtual, beyond this "narrow Now"-demanding thus that we take responsibility beyond even the possible futures that such discourse Boisian poetic practice, as Powers unfolds it, is supple enough at the level of its apparent mimetic operations to move beyond the given forms of binary-the apparent historicity-that his fiction must address. For all such binaries-of wealth, family, background, education, supposed "color" or "race," and so forth-would presume a given status and thus a preset form of limit; which to say that if presumed at the level of a form of mimesis they would appear as a kind of poetic reproduction of the binaries, in thought, precisely what Du Bois's fiction proposes to question or move beyond. The privilege of such binary as given would foreclose any radicality for a thought of the negative that would question existence. It would preclude poetic access to all that would contest such ordination in a radical manner. For Powers, instead, the work of fiction in Du Bois's short story may best be understood to practice, or to enable, a poetics that could recognize the possibility of affirmation otherwise than the presumption of a binary to secure its supposed pertinence (beyond any given idea of the negative or of the critical refrain toward existence, of whatever kind, e.g., that exemplified in the "problem of the color line,"
indeed beyond even the distinction of life and death). Thus, the trajectory of one John Jones, the Negro American protagonist of this fiction, who returns home to discover his own death, must be understood as exemplary not only for the Negro, or the American, and so on, or only for the historical moment of the turn of the twentieth century, but rather to encode a problem and a mark of possibility that is general to the problem of the human as supposed subject of existence and historicity, whether in supposed life or supposed death. It must be noted then, that on the reading given by Powers, such capacity to move beyond staid forms of limit, even as death, perhaps also should not be reduced to an economy of "sacrifice." The "Du Boisian aesthetics," which he adduces at the level of an attention to the letter of the text and, even more so, on the level of the infraorder of the story that is such inscription, marks out a certain "incommensurability of ideals and history," such that figuration is mobile, on the move, incessant, ineluctably at stake, again, always one more time, such that if there is an exemplarity to John Jones and his supposed fate it is given as a figure that remains only as a form of problem. In this sense, the short story "Of the Coming of John," on the order of the reading given by Powers, as story (and also the stories within this story of John, e.g., the story of the other John, or the story of Lohengrin, the Richard Wagner opera so decisively cited within the story, or the story of Jennie, the sister of John Jones, that story that remained in the time of the fiction yet to be told), is a kind of philosophical reflection on an experience that is constitutive of the subject in Judy reads Du Bois's short story as an investigation into ways in which "black intelligence" might change or, most radically, remake the world. In Judy's own terms, such intelligence is best understood as poetic, for it is a doing: it is a making; as Judy puts it, it is the practice of "creative imagination." In a sense, across the punctuated trajectory of Judy's wonderfully fulsome essay, he gives an account of the emergence, persistence, and resolution of the struggle for freedom. It is the style of such that is his titular and tractable concern. At root, Judy adduces the resource that has been cultivated-made-in the creative work of "black folk" to realize the possibilities of freedom. The notable example is-not so much John in and by himself, as a singular, but John Jones as the expression and manifestation of a force that issues from among such folk-of his hometown, of "Altamaha." It was they who set out the refrain "when John comes," and it is they who in their historicity set the frame for and thereby exemplify the hope within the contradictions of that which has been given to them, an "unhopeful hope," that marks out a "beyond" of "this narrow Now," of the time of their own supposed living and supposed death (as Du Bois himself put it in eulogy for his son in the 11th chapter of The Souls of Black Folk). In the course of this trajectory, this account of an account that is at once Judy's and Du Bois's telling, of this "twice told tale," respectively, our essayist herein calls and not yet given.
O F T H O U G H T
To assume responsibility for a thought-as the terms of your own possibility in thought-may well be the truest gift that arises within the path of thinking.
It is most certainly this form of responsibility that is carried within the dis- Clarke puts it, the problem may be understood as configured as an interwoven and double organization of reference: for a determination of both the "conceptual tools" and the "object" of study were confounded, in and of themselves and in relation. As I read him, he proposes in this essay that the "fugitive" It is such that we may also remark, then, that this present issue is less about the forms of limit produced as modern history, named herein at the outset of this introduction, as the global-level "problem of the color line," than it is about the necessity and possibility of finding another way, of attending to the problematizations of the past and of remaking the possible forms of inheritance that will be at stake in those futures at stake in our present-here and now. For the practice of freedom is never simply given or available, nor may it be an end in itself. Such is the recollection maintained within this issue, this act of maintenance and preparation, by its ongoing engagement with the thought of W. E. B. Du Bois. Such is the patience required to think with Du Bois, to sustain the long-term itinerary in thought and practice.
Allow me to close this "prolegomenous" discourse with two punctuations-of two traditions, at least, always, and never only-a kind of "twinning" that remains unresolved, at once and several, open, futural, with more, perhaps, to come.
As the Burning Spear, drawing from generations of a proverbial order of thought and living-ostensibly driven to the margins of a global historial order, from one inception of an epoch in the fifteenth century to the pivot of another in the twenty-first century-delivered it to us: it is indeed a long way around, but perhaps, by this way, "we will find good on the other side." I recall, thus, his solicitation, from the epigraphic form of our quotation, given in song-poetry of a specific time and place as yet a demand for another poiesis, for yet other times and other places: "This wood dry, but it still heavy . . . so dry, bone dry . . . lend me your axe. Will you lend it to me?" (Burning Spear 1977) .
Or, we may turn once more and recall this solicitation in the form given to me in both voice and music by Cecil Taylor I invite you then to take the words that I have given here as "after words," best read/reread, or heard, in light of the mark and following upon the resonance of the words of the discourse of the contributors to this issue. With such recognition and solicitation, we can now turn, as conclusion to these introductory thoughts, and gesture simply and directly to the opening of this issue. 
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